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NO  Race Theory in our Hermosa Beach Schools                6.22.2021

Please STOP teaching any of this new ‘Race Theory’ in our schools.
The voting public sees that you City and School Officials are just ‘Virtue Signaling.’   
You are pandering for liberal votes, trying to make a big splash with your ridiculous opinions.

You may be sincere in your desire to help and serve but sadly and tragically you are naive. 
You don’t realize that your endorsement of the latest perverse socialist ideas - Race Theory -
is designed to split and divide the city and country.   You don’t realize that there is a
Propaganda War being waged for the minds of our children in our schools.   As Marx and
Lenin wrote, ‘give me the child and I will mold you the man.’  

Your endorsement of Race theory is just another step, another Marxist tactic to destroy civil
society by demoralizing its schools with confusing and volatile social issues.   

This propaganda battle started in the 1960s with the expulsion of prayer, God and Christian
morality from our schools.   To paraphrase Lenin,  the ‘agents of change’  (teachers,
administrators) will undermine and subvert their own society and institutions in the belief that
they are creating a better world.  But you are really setting the groundwork for an immoral
tyranny.

Lenin  called these agents of change, (teachers, administrators) ‘Useful Idiots.’  Why ‘useful
idiots?’   Because after they have helped demoralize their own society and culture, when
hostility and crime are rampant, when confusion over even basic morality reigns, when
children are taught that there is no right or wrong, that every degenerate behavior is OK,
 when even the Bible’s wisdom is ridiculed and rejected, when the courts and police no longer
serve society,  people will beg for relief, for order.  That is when a Socialist / Communist
tyranny will arrive.   Then we will all be guaranteed the equal sharing of Misery.   Remember,
the road to hell is paved with good intentions.  

Race Theory, is just like so many of the deviant memes that have come before - Turn on Tune
in Drop Out.  Don’t Trust anyone over 30.   Hey Hey Ho Ho Make love not War.  Men are
Toxic.  Weed is  harmless.  Women are the Superior Sex.   Women are underpaid.  Occupy
Wall Street.  Me Too.  Sexism.  BLM.  Antifa.  Homophobism.  Transgenderism.  
Islamophobism.   Racism.   What will you accuse your country of next ???     These ‘non
issues’ are amped up by  Marxist Change Agents who have infiltrated, and subverted our
instituions.  By supporting this latest accusation and insult to our culture you are doing the
work of  Marxist Propagandists and you don’t realize it.   

Supporting ‘Race Theory’ makes City Council and our schools just another source of
demoralizing propaganda like CNN, MSNBC, ABC, CBS, NBC  pitting people against each
other, encouraging people to reject centuries of wisdom and morality.

You are NOT noble, brave or dedicated.   The City Council, School Board, School authorities
and teachers who enable, approve and encourage  Race studies are all Useful  Idiots.   You are
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destroying our country.  You are being ‘played’ and in turn you are manipulating the minds of
our children with your twisted racist history and beliefs. 

City Council should be working to maintain our parks, streets, encouraging small businesses.  
Why are you wasting time and energy on ‘Political Endorsements?’
No one cares what your ‘position or stance’ is regarding national issues.   Stop the
grandstanding.   Stop thumping yourselves on the back for your Wokeness.  There has been no
referendum on Race issues in Hermosa Beach.  You don’t know what people in this town
really believe or want.    You should be - teaching children basic subjects that will enable them
to support themselves, subjects like math, science, English, history, business, accounting,
Skilled Trades, NOT Race.

They say Hermosa Schools are among the best in the State.  But that’s not saying much
because California schools STINK and rank at the bottom for the whole country. California
ranks down with Mississippi, 48 out of 50.    Our schools Stink because of people like you
wasting time and money and effort on political nonsense.   

You have been tricked into thinking that you are doing ‘good,’  when in fact you will be
teaching children (at their most formative ages) to distrust and dispise each other.  

STOP Race education in our schools.   STOP taking political stands on behalf of the whole
city.  Mind your own business.


